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ANC TWS V5.2 headphones REMAX PD-BT101
Get carried away by the music with the Remax PD-BT101 headphones. They support ANC technology that will allow you to fully focus on
your  favorite  songs.  Bluetooth 5.2 is  responsible  for  a  stable  and faster  connection to  the device of  your  choice,  and with 3 available
modes,  you'll  customize  their  performance  to  suit  your  needs.  Their  capacious  battery  will  allow  for  3.5  hours  of  continuous  music
listening, and the compact charging case will allow you to fully charge the headphones in just an hour. 
 
ANC technology
Now you can travel,  work or relax in peace,  regardless of  the noise around you.  The headphones use innovative ANC technology that
effectively eliminates ambient sound interference, allowing you to concentrate fully on your music. This is ideal for travelers who want to
immerse themselves in the sounds of their favorite songs on long flights, or for remote workers who need the peace and quiet to focus
on tasks. 
 
Delightful sound quality
Discover new nuances of your favorite music! The headphones are equipped with high amplitude and minimal distortion drivers that are
optimized to deliver high-quality sound. This will make the songs you play sound better than ever before.
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Up to 3.5 hours of operation
Let  your  favorite  music  accompany you for  a  long time!  The REMAX PD-BT101 headphones  provide  up  to  3.5  hours  of  playback  on  a
single charge. And if you run out of power, it only takes 1 hour to charge them to full. What's more, with a standby time of up to 120
days, you can rest assured that the headphones will always be ready to go when you need them.
 
	Manufacturer
	Remax
	Model
	PD-BT101
	Color
	White
	Bluetooth version
	5.2
	Operation time
	3,5h
	Charging time
	1h
	Standby time
	120 days
	Battery capacity 
	230 mAh

Price:

Before: € 21.5004

Now: € 20.00
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